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1. Introduction. Let the finite polyhedron P be a regular covering 
of the polyhedron P , and let G be the corresponding (finite) group of 
covering transformations of P . Then G acts as operator group on the 
homology groups Hn of P . If we consider homology with real coeffi
cients, Hn is a real vector group of finite rank pn=*nih Betti number 
of P , and G operates in Hn as a group of linear transformations; we 
denote by sn(x)> # £ G , the character of this linear representation of 
G of degree pn. Let g be the order of G. 

In this note we shall prove: 

THEOREM 1. The nth Betti number pn of P is given by 

pn = — X) sn(x). 
g xGo 

In the Princeton Bicentennial Conference W. Hurewicz raised the 
question whether the homology groups of a polyhedron P are de
termined by those of a regular covering P given as groups with 
operators. According to Theorem 1 the answer is affirmative in the 
case of finite polyhedra P , P and real (or rational) coefficients. We 
shall show elsewhere—in a general theory of complexes with auto
morphisms—that the same is true for arbitrary (finite or infinite) 
polyhedra, provided that the group G is finite. Since the proof in our 
present case, based upon "harmonic chains," is very simple and yields 
the explicit formula of Theorem 1, which has interesting applications, 
we give it here independently of other more general considerations. 

2. Simplicial covering and harmonic chains. To compute the hom
ology groups of P and P, let K and l£ be finite simplicial complexes 
which are subdivisions of P and P respectively, such that each 
oriented simplex of K covers one oriented simplex of K. Then G 
acts as an automorphism group1 on K; the automorphisms # £ G 
are permutations of the oriented simplices <rn of K in each dimen
sion n and preserve all incidence relations. The set of all simplices 
<rn covering a simplex ân of TC is a transitivity domain of G; that is, 
it contains with any simplex a» all #<rw', # £ G , and only those. 
Furthermore, since in an automorphism X9^e no simplex is fixed, 
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XGn =Xi<Tn implies x=Xi. The simplicial map which projects each 
an of K onto the <rn it covers is denoted by U; obviously, Ux<rn~ U<rn 

for all XÇLG. 

In the simplicial complexes K and ~K we shall only use chains with 
real coefficients, and no distinction will be made between chains and 
cochains. An w-chain an in K is a linear form an = ]C»a*,flr»» w*th r e a^ 
coefficients, a«, where the ^-simplices an{ of i£ play the role of in-
determinates. All w-chains an in K form a vector space Cw (a real 
linear space) of finite rank, in which the scalar product of an = ^C* 0^» 
and bn = X)»j8»-crn»- is defined by an-bn = ^*ce*j8». The boundary operator 
d is a linear mapping of Cn into Cn-u » = 0, 1, • • • (C_i = 0); the co-
boundary operator ô is the linear mapping of Cn~i into Cw which is 
dual to d, that is, S is defined by ôan-i-bn — an-i'dbn for all (» — 1) 
chains an-\ and w-chains bn. If 3an = San = 0, aw is called a harmonic 
chain) as in each homology or cohomology class there is exactly one 
harmonic chain,2 the vector group Hn of all harmonic w-chains (a 
linear subgroup of Cn) is isomorphic both to the nth homology and the 
nth. cohomology group of K (the isomorphism is given by represent
ing a homology or cohomology class by the harmonic chain it con
tains). The rank of Hn is the nth Betti number pn of K. All chains, 
groups, and so on, of ^ will be denoted by the same symbols as in K, 
with a bar (for example, a», Cw, 3?n), the boundary and coboundary 
operator as in K by d and ô. 

The linear mappings of the chain groups and the homology groups 
induced by the simplicial maps U and # £ G will also be denoted by 
U and x respectively, x is an isomorphism of Cn onto itself, U a 
homomorphism of Cn onto Cw, for all n. 

The simplicial map U of K onto X is locally one-one; that is, if the 
simplices <rn and o-w' of K are both incident with a simplex a**, then 
U<rn= Ucfn implies crn = <rn . For each simplex <rn of K one has there
fore not only Ud<rn — dU<rni but also 

(1) Ud<rn = *U<rn; 

in other words, the linear mapping U of Cn onto Ü» commutes with d 
and 8. Let i7* be the dual mapping of Ün into C«, defined by U*ân-bn 

= ân- Z7&n for all w-chains a w GS n and &nGC„; it also commutes with 
d and 8. Hence 

(2) U and U* both map harmonic chains onto harmonic chains. 
Since U is a mapping of Cn onto C„, the dual mapping U* is an iso

morphism of Cn into Cn. For, £/*âw = 0 implies £7*0»-ô»**^- £/ôn = 0 

2 See for example [2, pp. 245-246], Other references are given in [2]. 
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for all bnÇîCn, hence â n-5 n = 0 for all 5 n £C n , hence ân = 0. This to
gether with (2) yields 

THEOREM 2. 27* induces an isomorphism ofHn into Hn,n = 0 , 1 , • • •. 

COROLLARY 1. The nth Betti number pn of K is not greater than the 
nth Betti number pn of K. 

We remark further that U maps £/*CnCCw isomorphically onto 
Cw. For, UU*an — 0 implies UU*ân'ân= U*ân- U*ân = 0, hence U*ân 

= 0. In particular U maps U*HnC.Hn isomorphically into Tîni and 
since U*Hn is isomorphic to Hnt this must be a map onto Hn. Hence 

(3) U maps Hn onto 3 n . 
REMARK, UU* is not the identity mapping of Vn or Hn but, as is 

easily seen, multiplies each chain ân by the order g of G. 

3. Invariant chains. In the linear mapping of Cn onto itself induced 
by an automorphism # £ G the scalar product of two w-chains anf bn 

remains unchanged: 

(4) xan-xbn = an'bn. 

This follows simply from the fact that x is a permutation of the 
oriented simplices (that is, of the basis vectors of Cn). In other words, 
x is an orthogonal transformation of Cn. 

A chain anG.Cn wrill be called invariant if for all # £ G . 
This is the case if and only if 

(5) an-bn = an-xbn 

for all xÇzG and 6wGCn. For, if an is invariant, an'bn = xan'xbn 

= an'xbn; and conversely, if (5) holds for all x £ G , then an-bn = an 

-x^bn^xan'bn tor all &nGCn, hence an — xan* The invariant chains 
constitute a linear subgroup Cn of Cn. 

(6) The isomorphism U* maps Cn onto Cn. 
PROOF. For any â n £C w , U*ân is invariant; for 

U*ân>xbn = ân'Uxbn = ân'Ubn = U*ân-bn 

for all J„£C«. Conversely, if an is invariant, the relation 

ân ' U<rn = an'(rn for all <rn of K 

defines an w-chain dn of X without ambiguity (for replacing <rn by 
o-w' =x<rn does not change either side of this equation). Then f7*ân-<7n 

==an* Ucn — an-o-n for all o-n, hence U*ân = an* 
The invariant harmonic w-chains of X form a linear subgroup i?£ 

of Hn. For any anCzHi there is, by (6), an ân such that a n = £/*ân; 
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since U* commutes with d and 8 and is an isomorphism, it follows 
that ân is harmonic. Combining this with Theorem 2 and (6) we ob
tain the following result. 

THEOREM 3. U* induces an isomorphism of Hn onto H^. 

4. Proof of Theorem 1. Since the automorphisms X(ELG of K per
mute the w-simplices, for each n, and preserve the incidence relations, 
the linear mappings x of Cn onto itself, n = 0t 1, • • • , commute with 
both d and ô. Hence they induce linear mappings of Hn onto itself; 
these mappings describe the operation of G on the n-dimensional hom
ology and cohomology groups of K. By (4) these linear mappings of Hn 

onto itself are orthogonal. Hence for each n one has an orthogonal 
representation î^n of the group G in the vector group Hn. The sub-
space Hn of Hn consists of those elements of Hn which are fixed under 
this representation ; by Theorem 3 it may be considered as the hom
ology or cohomology group TIn of ÏT. This proves that the latter is 
determined by Hn and by the operation of G in Hn (cf. §1). 

The rank of Hi, which is the nth Betti number pn of ÏT, is equal 
to the number of trivial irreducible representations of G contained in 
the representation ^ n of G in Hn, hence by a well known character 
relation3 is equal to the average over the group G of the character 
sn(x) of the representation î^n. This proves Theorem 1. Replacing 
sn(e) by the degree pn of the representation, where e is the unit ele
ment of G, we may write the formula in the form 

(7) g'pn = pn+ ] £ Sn(x). 

REMARK. pn = pn holds if and only if Hn — Hny hence if all harmonic 
w-chains of K are invariant under the operations of G ; in other words, 
if each w-dimensional homology class is mapped into itself by all 
# £ G . This result may be stated in the following way: 

THEOREM 4. The nth Betti numbers pn and pn of K and X are equal 
if and only if in the dimension n all automorphisms x £ G are of the 
homology type of the identity (for real coefficients).4" 

5. Products,6 manifolds. The Alexander U-product associates with 
two cohomology classes of K of dimensions n and k a third one of di-

8 Cf. [3, p. 201, formula (16)]. 
4 The sufficiency of the condition has previously been proved by G. Hirsch, with 

an application to closed Lie groups; see [4, p. 226]. 
6 For definitions and properties see [5]; for products in a covering complex the 

remarks of [l, §6] have to be used. 
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mension n+k, hence with two harmonic chains an and Ô& a unique har
monic (w+£)-chain an\Jbk- The Cech-Whitney H-product associates 
with a cohomology class of dimension k and a homology class of 
dimension k+p (p^O) a homology class of dimension p, hence with 
two harmonic chains bk and Ck+P a unique harmonic £-chain bkf^Ck+P. 
From the fact that all incidence relations are preserved by the auto
morphisms # £ G it may easily be deduced that 

(8) xan \J xbk = x(an VJ ô/b), 

(9) xbk H xcjc+p = x(bk r\ ck+p) 

for all harmonic chains ani bk, Ck+P and all x £ G . 
It follows that the W- or fVproduct of invariant harmonic chains 

is again an invariant harmonic chain. The direct sum of all #£, 
n = 0, 1, • • • , together with the U-product, constitutes a subring R{ 

of the Alexander ring (the cohomology ring) R of K. Since U* pre
serves the U-product, it follows from Theorem 3: 

(10) U* induces a ring-isomorphism of the cohomology ring R of K 
onto R\ 

We now assume if to be a (closed) orientable iV-dimensional mani
fold. Let mN be the fundamental harmonic iV-chain corresponding to 
an orientation of K; that is, mN is a chain with coefficients ± 1 gen
erating HN- The duality operator D in K may be defined by 

(11) Dan = anr\mN 

for harmonic chains an\ if an is considered as a representative of an 
^-dimensional cohomology class, Dan is the harmonic representative 
of the dual (N—n)-dimensional homology class. As is well known, D 
is an isomorphism of Hn onto HN~U-

(12) For any # E G one has xDan=y-Dxani where y = ± 1 is the (topo
logical) degree of x. 

PROOF. xDan = x(anr\mN) ==xanr\xmN — xanr\ymN—y'(ocanr^mN) 
= y-Dxan. 

As a consequence we have: 

THEOREM 5. If K is an orientable N-dimensional manifold, then the 
characters sn(x) and SN-U(X) of the representations of G in Hn and 
HN-U are related by 

Sn(x) = ySN-n(%), 

where y is the degree of x £ G . 

6. An application. Let I be a non-orientable iV-dimensional 
manifold, and K an orientable two-sheeted covering of K. The cover-
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ing transformation group consists of the unit element e and an element 
y of degree — 1 . Various relations between the Betti numbers of ÏT 
and K may be deduced from (7) and (12). (7) becomes in this case 
(we write sn for sn(y)) 

(13) 2pn = pn + sni n = 0, 1, • • • , N. 

Since y has degree — 1, one has, by (12), s n = — sx-n, hence 2px-n 

= pN-n + Sx-n=Pn — Sn = 2pn — 2Sn, hence 

(14) pn — pN-n = Sn, 

(15) pn + pN-n = pn-

This is a duality theorem for non-orientable iV-dimensional mani
folds. We shall use (13)—(15) to prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6. The following relations hold between the Betti numbers pn 

of a closed non-orientable N-dimensional manifold K and the Betti 
numbers pn of a two-sheeted orientable covering K of K: 

(16) for iV = 3, £i = 2 £ i - l;6 

(17) for N = 2L, pL = 2pL; 
L L 

(18) for N = 2L+1, £ (-l)nPn = 2 E ( ~ H and 
n=0 n=0 

2 Pn = 2 ]T) h' 
n even n even 

PROOF, (a) If N=3, the Euler characteristic ^0 — ̂ 1+^2 — ̂ 3 = 0, 
where po = l, j53 = 0, hence p2 = pi — 1; by (15), pi+p2 = 2pi~l~pi. 
(b) (17) follows immediately from (15). (c) If iV = 2Z, + l, the char
acteristics of K and K are 0 and we deduce from (13) 

(19) Z (-! )%> = 0, 
n=»0 

hence Y%-o( — l)w^n= - ] C ? - L + I (~l)n^nî since *„=—$#_», this 
is equal to - E « = L + i ( ~ 1 ) ^ " n ^ - « = " - E i o ( - l ) X , hence 
2n=o (""l)n^n = 0. Using sn~ — 5jy-n again, we may also write this as 
Z n evenSn = 0. These two results together with (13) yield (18). We 
remark that since the characteristics of K and ~K are 0 (iV = 2Z, + l) 
the first of the formulas (18) is equivalent to ^>2n~L+i( — l)pn 
= 2 2 » - L + I ( —l)£n» the second one to ]£n odd pn = 2j^n 0dd pn-

8 For 3-dimensional manifolds K satisfying certain restrictive conditions (16) is 
proved in a note by T. H. Kiang [ô]. 
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REMARK. The formula (19), which here was proved directly, may 
also be deduced from a well known result concerning the number of 
fixed simplices in a simplicial self-mapping.7 In the general case of an 
arbitrary automorphism group G and arbitrary finite complexes K 
and ]£ it follows from this result that the "Lefschetz number" 
M#) ^ X^-o (""l)nsn(x) is 0 for any automorphism x^e. 
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